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Extraordinary hard work
and exceptional experience
bring benefits to clients.
THE TRIAL LAWYERS AT SILBERSTEIN, AWAD & MIKLOS,

under the leadership of Joseph Awad and Joseph
Miklos, have successfully prosecuted thousands of
personal injury cases for more than 30 years. They offer
their clients the benefits of exceptional experience and
extraordinary hard work. While every case is dependent on the facts and the law, Awad and Miklos have
achieved record recoveries in litigation involving cancer,
blindness, and brain, spinal and amputation injuries.
The firm employs a team approach for each client, assigning a specific experienced trial lawyer
and paralegal, whom clients can access easily. The
assigned trial lawyer and paralegal work with a senior
partner, an appellate lawyer, a nurse and experts.

The firm’s mission is to ensure that each client
receives a fair and level playing field when taking on
big business, the health industry and mammoth insurance corporations. Awad comes from a blue-collar
family, and Miklos hails from South Bronx, giving
them each a gritty approach to tackling big business.
Both lawyers have been the recipients of academic
scholarships and peer-review awards. Their concern
for equal justice is founded on the merits of their clients’ causes and stems from their life experiences.
Awad is past president of the New York State Trial
Lawyers Association and continues as governor of the
American Association for Justice.
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140 Broadway, 46th Floor
New York, NY 10005
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